MUNNA’S NEW CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS
ARE UNVEILED AT ISALONI
THE BRAND DEBUTS A NEW HANDCRAFTED BED,
NEW ARMCHAIRS AND A SOFA
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PORTO, Portugal | March 2019 | Munna returns to Milan Design Week with new upholstered design
statements, including a new handcrafted bed, and timeless seating designs. The novelties are showcased
at Isaloni, Hall 6 Stand E42, from 9 to 14 of April.
Munna presents a curated showcase of contemporary design, celebrating the element of handcraft in
every single creation. In the living area, the new Gran Torino Sofa adorned with metal accents and
featuring the brand’s new bouclé wool fabric, appears as the perfect piece for lounging, alongside the
Sophia Armchair, wearing a new textured fabric. The space is complemented by Ginger & Jagger’s
sculptural accents, whose natural elements bring calm to the room.
The design show marks the world première of the Let’s Play Bed, a piece with an imponent look, huge
proportioned geometric panels and abstract forms involved by Munna’s rich velvet. The conceptual
bedroom is infused with pure haute culture and showing the Fringes 140 Stool for the first time.
Amongst the new handcrafted seating is the Blondie Armchair with flawless retro looks, and the stylish
Luke Armchair. In the show, “the hot new seats” are juxtaposed with the brand’s celebrated classics, as
the Chantal Armchair, the Olympia Chaise Longue and the Mary Q Chair. Once more, Munna’s take on
contemporary design stands out for the craftsmanship element, superior choice of materials and a
curated design composition.
The living space especially composed for Milan Design Week happens at Isaloni, Hall 6 Stand E42, from
9 to 14 of April. Munna is then heading to New York, for the showcase at ICFF.
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The Let’s Play Bed brings the thrill of a game night to a bedroom. The backgammon inspired piece has suspenseful
geometric pannels, and the edges are foldable. Roll the dice and make your move.

GRAN TORINO • Sofa • Munna

BLONDIE • Armchair • Munna

The Blondie is a bold armchair with a retro styled
inspiration, and a modern high-backed design. The fully
upholstered soft seat, arms and back make it a delight
of comfort. Made to enamour.

The Gran Torino feels like a welcoming ride to the
perfect getaway. Irresistibly proportioned for lounging,
and adorned with metal accents, this sofa brews a sense
of lightness to a space. The detailed seaming flows
throughout the sillouette of the piece, while the contrast
between curved shapes and straight lines are a
landscaped road you want to keep riding. A timestopper
for living spaces in need of relaxation.
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COLEMAN • Chair • Munna

Coleman recalls an era of bold retro lines and geometric forms, featuring an outstanding functional design infused
with savoir flair. The exposed legs support a wing-shaped padded seat and backrest, creating an impression of
floating that results in this edgy appearance.
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The Sophia Armchair has an unmistakable poised stance that comes from its high-heel shaped metal feet and
structure, in solid birch wood, and from its cosy seat cushions. Its softened cat eye wingback essence is enhanced by
its detailed upholstery with exquisite seaming. The Sofia has true everlasting appeal.
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FRINGES • Bench • Munna

The Luke Armchair is a timecapsule of style. Taking
cues from the most fashionable scarves in history, it’s
subtle and layered composition create a dynamic and
effortlessly stylish presence. From the half round
composition of the arms, to its graceful seat and back
curvature, the Luke is a generous 3 seater that will
keep its composure no matter how chilled you are.

Fringes draws on the signature Franjas fashion theme,
ruffling the scene and inviting guests with its fun and
flirtatious feel. The two fringes run all around the piece,
completing its classic appearance.
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NOTES TO EDITORS
Munna’s collections are an homage to the profound heritage of
craftsmanship, a tribute to meaningful design with lasting appeal,
blending a carefully and exquisite range of selected materials and
finishes, created to infuse the feel of a higher form of living.
Founded in Porto in 2008, Munna is a furniture design brand
renowned for its sumptuous upholstery pieces, present in over 60
international markets in more than a 100 residential, commercial
and hospitality projects. Munna’s designs are acclaimed by
specialized publications targeted at interior designers, architects
and design curators. Munna is now presented in showrooms in
Europe, Russia, Middle East, Asia, and USA.
AWARD-WINNING DESIGNS

2018 - FRINGES ARMCHAIR
EUROPEAN PRODUCT DESIGN AWARDS

2014 - HUGHES SOFA
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCT DESIGN AWARDS

2017 - CHANTAL ARMCHAIR
GOOD DESIGN AWARDS

2012 - BECOMES ME ARMCHAIR
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCT DESIGN AWARDS
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